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Noun Clauses
A noun clause is a dependent clause that functions as a noun in a sentence.
Example: Whoever wears the number 6 jersey is the captain of our team.
Subject

Underline the noun clause, and write what it functions as in each sentence.
1)

Some people say that attitude defines our life.

2)

How our family got here is a long story.

3)

We were talking aboutGain
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we made access
s'moresto
at the camp.
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Jake didn't know why the oven
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6)

Whoever secures the maximum votes will win the election.

7)

Roger always finds faults with what Mary does.

8)

The channel gives whoever wins the quiz show a free trip to Singapore.
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Answer key

Noun Clauses
A noun clause is a dependent clause that functions as a noun in a sentence.
Example: Whoever wears the number 6 jersey is the captain of our team.
Subject

Underline the noun clause, and write what it functions as in each sentence.
1)

Some people say that attitude defines our life.
Direct object

2)

PREVIEW

How our family got here is a long story.
Subject

3)

We were talking aboutGain
howcomplete
we made access
s'moresto
at the camp.
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Object of preposition
4)

Jake didn't know why the oven
wasn't working.
Not a m
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Direct object
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6)

Whoever secures the maximum votes will win the election.
Subject

7)

Roger always finds faults with what Mary does.
Object of preposition

8)

The channel gives whoever wins the quiz show a free trip to Singapore.
Indirect object
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